One may ask which maps between Hilbert modules allow for a completely positive extension to a map acting block-wise between the associated (extended) linking algebras.
Introduction
n i=1 e i e * i . So, X * n = n i=1 e i e * i = 1. However, the norm of the column vector Y n with entries
T (e * 1 ) = e 1 , . . . , T (e * n ) = e n is n i=1 e i , e i = √ n. Since M n (H * ) ⊃ M n,1 (H * ) = H * n , we find T cb ≥ T n ≥ √ n. On the other hand, by the discussion preceding Theorem 1.1,
Whenever B E is unital, τ is bounded (and, therefore, completely bounded) on B E (!)
= span E, E ; see again Observation 2.12.
To summarize: If E is full and if τ is bounded, then CP is automatic. And if E is full over a unital C * -algebra, then we have not even to require that τ is bounded. On the other hand, some of the questions we wish to tackle, have nice answers for CP-maps τ, even if E is not full.
And τ-maps T (into the Hilbert B(G)-module F = B(G, H)) for completely positive τ (into C = B(G))
is also what Asadi started analyzing in [Asa09] . So, after these considerations, for the rest of these notes τ will always be a CP-map.
• • •
A basic task of these notes is to characterize τ-maps for CP-maps τ. More precisely, we wish to find criteria that tell us when a map T : E → F is a τ-map for some CP-map τ without knowing τ, just by looking at T .
The case when a possible τ is required to be a homomorphism has been resolved by Abbaspour Tabadkan and Skeide [AS07] . (In this case, T has been called τ-homomorphism in
Bakic and Guljas [BG02] or τ-isometry.) For full E, [AS07, Theorem 2.1] asserts: T is a τ-isometry for some homomorphism τ if and only if T is linear and fulfills
T (x y, z ) = T (x) T (y), T (z)
, that is, if T is a ternary homomorphism. [b] 
(Ternary homomorphisms into B(G, H) (G and H
Hilbert spaces) occurred under the name representation of a Hilbert module (and the unnecessary hypothesis of complete boundedness) in Skeide [Ske00] .) Another equivalent criterion is that T extends as a homomorphism acting block-wise between the linking algebras of E and of the CP-extendable maps, that is, maps that allow for some block-wise CP-extension between some sort of linking algebras. Unfortunately, this is not so: There are more CP-extendable maps than τ-maps; see Section 3. We, therefore, strongly object to use the name CP-maps between Hilbert modules as meaning τ-maps, which was proposed recently by several authors; see, for instance, Heo and Ji [HJ11] , or Joita [Joi12] .
But if CP-extendable is not the right condition, what is the right condition?
And what is the right "intrinsic condition" replacing the ternary condition for τ-isometries? As a main result of these notes, in Section 2 we prove the following theorem.
[b] We should emphasize that, unlike stated in [AS07] , linearity of T cannot be dropped. The map T : E → C defined as T (x) = 1 is a counter example. Indeed, without linearity, the map τ = ϕ defined in the proof of [AS07, Theorem 2.1] is a well-defined multiplicative * -map; but it may fail to be linear.
Theorem. Let E be a full Hilbert B-module and let F be a Hilbert C-module. Let T : E →
F be a linear map and denote F T := span T (E)C. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. There exists a (unique) CP-map τ : B → C such that T is a τ-map. 
T extends to a block-wise CP-map

T is a completely bounded map and F T can be turned into a B a (E)-C-correspondence in such a way that T is left B a (E)-linear.
T is a completely bounded map fulfilling T (y), T x x
′ , y
A more readable version of ( * * ) is
This quaternary condition is the intrinsic condition we were seeking, and which generalizes the ternary condition guaranteeing that T is τ-isometry.
1.4 Observation.
1. The homomorphism ϑ in (2) coincides with the left action in (3); see the proof of (2) ⇒ (3) in Section 2.
2. Since the set T (E) generates the Hilbert C-module F T , the left action in (3) (and, consequently, also ϑ in (2)) is uniquely determined by (xy * )T (z) = T (xy * z). In fact, this formula shows that the finite-rank operators F(E) act nondegenerately on F T , so there is a unique extension to all of B a (E). Moreover, this unique extension is strict and unital; see the proof of Lemma 3.1.
3. It is routine to show that ( * * ) well-defines a nondegenerate action of F(E). So, the same argument also shows that (3) and (4) are equivalent.
4. Clearly, Example 1.2 (1) shows that the condition on T to be completely bounded in (3) and (4), may not be dropped. However, if E is full over a unital C * -algebra, then T just linear is sufficient; see again Observation 2.12 .
1.5 Remark. It should be noted that the CP-map τ in (2) need not coincide with the map τ in (1) making T a τ-map. (Just add an arbitrary CP-map B → C to the latter.) Likewise, having a CP-extension T with a non-homomorphic 22-corner ϑ does not necessarily mean that it is not possible to get a CP-H-extension by modifying ϑ.
1.6 Remark. Unlike for τ-isometries, for more general τ-maps the homomorphism ϑ in (2) will only rarely map the compacts K(E) into the compacts K(F T ). So, in (2) it is forced that we pass to the extended linking algebras. Also considerations about the strict topology cannot be avoided completely.
1.7 Remark. We already know that a τ-map T is linear, so linearity of T may be dropped from (1) . We know from the example in Footnote [b] that linearity may not be dropped from (4), not even if T fulfills the stronger ternary condition. Linearity may be dropped from (3) , if E contains a unit vector ξ (or, more generally, a direct summand B), for in that case we have
, which is linear in x. However, unlike in Observation 1.4(4), we
were not able to save the statement for unital B without a unit vector.
The property in (3) is almost visible from a glance at ( * ). In fact, we try to assign a value
of E with inner product x ′ * , x * := x ′ x * , and the tensor product is over the canonical left action product is (completely) isometrically isomorphic to the tensor product of correspondences, can already smell that everything is fine. We shall give a direct proof in Section 2. Actually, our method will provide us with a quick proof of Blecher's result.
• • •
We have seen in Theorem 1.3 that the Hilbert submodule F T of F generated by
It is natural to ask to what extent the condition in (2) can be satisfied if we write F instead of F T . In developing semigroup versions in Sections 4 and 5, this situation becomes so important that we prefer to use the the acronym CPH for that case, and leave for the equivalent of τ-maps the rather contorted term CP-H-extendable:
Definition.
A CPH-map from E to F is a map that extends as a block-wise CP-map between the extended linking algebras of E and of F such that the 22-corner is a homomorphism.
A CPH-map is strictly CPH if that homomorphism can be chosen strict. A (strictly) CPH-map is a (strictly) CPH 0 -map if the homomorphism ϑ can be chosen unital. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3
Equivalence of 3 and 4 has already been dealt with in Observation 1.4(2) and (3) . For the remaining steps we shall follow the order 1 ⇒ 2 ⇒ 3 ⇒ 1. Since we also wish to make comments on the mechanisms of some steps or how parts of the proof are applicable in more general situations, we put each of the steps into an own subsection and indicate by " " where the part specific to Theorem 1.3 ends.
In Section 3, we present an alternative direct proof of 2 ⇒ 1, which avoids using arguments originating in operator spaces as involved in the proof 3 ⇒ 1.
Proof 1 =⇒ 2
We first consider the case where B and C are unital, but without requiring that E is full. So let τ : B → C be a CP-map between unital C * -algebras, and let T : E → F be a τ-map from an arbitrary Hilbert B-module E to a Hilbert C-module F.
Since B and C are unital, by Paschke's GNS-construction [Pas73] for τ, we get a pair (F, ζ)
consisting of GNS-correspondence F from B to C and cyclic vector ζ in F such that
One easily verifies that the map Now, v is obviously a unitary onto
Identifying F with B a (C, F) via y : c → yc and identifying B ⊙ F with F via b ⊙ y → by, we may define a map
Obviously, the map T := Ξ * (• ⊙ id F )Ξ from the extended linking algebra of E into the extended linking algebra of F T is completely positive. One easily verifies that
where T * (x * ) := T (x) * . This proves 1 ⇒ 2 for unital C * -algebras but not necessarily full E. Now suppose B is not necessarily unital. (Nonunital C may always be "repaired" by appropriate use of approximate units.) The following is folklore. Proof. Denote by δ : B → C the unique character vanishing on B, and choose a contractive approximate unit u λ λ∈Λ for B. Then the maps
are CP-maps (as sum of CP-maps) and converge pointwise to τ. Therefore, τ is a CP-map, too.
Now, E and F are also modules over the unitalizations, and T is a τ-map, too. Since in the first part E was not required full, we may apply the result and get a CP-map T that, obviously, restricts to the desired CP-map T. This concludes the proof 1 ⇒ 2.
Observation.
Obviously, the proof shows that the conclusion 1 ⇒ 2 holds in general, even if E is not full: All τ-maps are CP-H-extendable.
Adding the obvious statement that for each B-C-correspondence F and for each vector ζ ∈ F, an isometry v : E ⊙F → F gives rise to a τ-map T := v(• ⊙ζ) for the CP-map τ := ζ, •ζ , we also get the "if" direction of the theorem in [Ske12] . For this it is not necessary that F is the GNS-correspondence of τ. This observation provides us with many CPH-maps. It also plays a role Section 4.
Remark.
The theorem in Skeide [Ske12] is the last and most general version of a result, first, stated by Asadi [Asa09] for unital CP-maps into C = B(G) and T mapping into F = B(G, H) (G and H Hilbert spaces) under the extra condition that T (ξ)T (ξ) * = id F for some ξ ∈ E and, then, proved by Bhat, Ramesh, and Sumesh [BRS12] (without the extra condition and for B still unital, but τ not necessarily unital).
Proof 2 =⇒ 3
Let T : E → F be a map from a Hilbert B-module E to a Hilbert C-module F. Define the map T * : x * → T (x) * , and put F T := span T (E)C. Suppose we find a CP-map τ : B → C and a homomorphism ϑ :
Then, in particular, T is a CB-map. 
for all b ∈ B and a ∈ A.
Proof. Assume that B and C are unital. (Otherwise, unitalize as explained in Lemma 2.1 and observe that also the unitalization S fulfills the hypotheses for A ⊂ B with the same ϑ. If the statement is true for S , then so it is for S = S ↾ B.)
Let (F, ζ) denote the GNS construction for S . By the stated properties, one easily verifies
The first equation of the lemma follows by computing S (ba) = ζ, baζ , and the second by taking its adjoint.
By applying Lemma 2.5 to the CP-map T :
a (E). This proves 2 ⇒ 3.
2.6 Observation. Also here we did not require that E is full. So 2 ⇒ 3 is true for all CP-Hextendable maps.
Effectively, for the conclusion T (ax) = ϑ(a)T (a), we did not even need that T maps into the linking algebra of F T . The conclusion remains true for all CPH-maps, so that for a CPH-map the subspace F T of F reduces ϑ.
Corollary. A CPH-map T : E → F is CP-H-extendable.
For full E, this also follows via CPH ⇒ 3 ⇒ 1 ⇒ 2, as soon as we have completed the step 3 ⇒ 1.
Proof 3 =⇒ 1
Given T and a left action of B a (E) on F T such that aT (x) = T (ax), our scope is to define τ by ( * ). So, in this part it is essential that E is full. Our job will be to show that the hypotheses of 3, which showed already to be necessary, are also sufficient.
As mentioned in the introduction, in the case B = B E = E * ⊙ E, the map τ, if it exists, appears to be the map 
Once τ : E * ⊙ E → C is bounded (for the norm of the internal tensor product E * ⊙ E on E * ⊙ E ⊂ E * ⊙ E), Theorem 1.1 asserts that the extension to B = E * ⊙ E is completely positive.
Recall that we still have to add the following missing piece to the proof of that theorem:
2.8 Lemma. Let τ : B → C be a bounded linear map fulfilling ( * ) for some map T :
Then τ is positive on B E .
Proof. We already said that T being a τ-map, also T n is a τ n -map. Similarly, T n : E n → F n is a τ-map itself. Let us choose a bounded approximate unit u λ λ∈Λ for B E consisting of elements
Since u * λ bb * u λ → bb * in norm, and since τ is bounded, we get τ(bb * ) ≥ 0.
So it remains to show that τ is bounded on E * ⊙ E. Care is in place, however, as in several (F) . So, together with Blecher's result we get that the CB-norm of τ as map between the internal tensor products is not bigger than T * cb T cb .) But we prefer to give a direct independent proof.
For the elements X n and Y n in E n with entries x i and y i , respectively, this reads
Consequently,
If, for any ε > 0, we can find X ε and
then we obtain
and further T * ⊙ T ≤ T The proof in [Lan95] shows that w α can be chosen in the Hilbert C
which is isomorphic to C * (|x|) via x → |x|. Since |x| α is strictly positive in the C * -algebra C * (|x|), the element w α ∈ xC * (|x|) is unique and, obviously, when represented in C * (|x|) it is w α = |x| 1−α .
2.10 Corollary. Let E be a Hilbert B-module and let F be a B-C-correspondence. Choose
x ∈ E, y ∈ F and put u := x ⊙ y. Then for every ε > 0, there exist x ε ∈ E and y ε ∈ F such that x ε ⊙ y ε = u and
and since |x| α converges in norm to |x|.
With the proof of this corollary we did not only conclude the proof of 3 ⇒ 1, but also the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Corollary [Ble97, Theorem 4.3]. The internal tensor product norm of u
with the row space E n := M 1,n (E) and the internal tensor product X n ⊙ Y n over M n (B). That
is, the internal tensor product norm coincides with the module Haagerup tensor product norm (which is defined by (2.1)). Moreover, since M n (E ⊙ F) is isomorphic to the internal tensor product M n (E) ⊙ M n (F), the internal tensor product is completely isometricly isomorphic to the module Haagerup tensor product.
After this digression on the Haagerup tensor product, let us return to maps fulfilling 3.
However, we weaken the conditions a bit. Firstly, we replace F T with F, so that now F is a
. We still may define the map
, and if T is CB, everything goes as before. Secondly, we wish to weaken the boundedness condition on T . We know from Example 1.2 that if B E is nonunital, the CB-condition is indispensable. So, suppose that E is full and that B = B E is unital.
Observation.
In the prescribed situation, suppose E has a unit vector ξ. In that case,
. (This is the same trick in Remark 1.7 that allowed to show that a map T : E → F fulfilling 3 without boundedness and linearity, is linear provided E has a unit vector ξ.)
Even if E has no unit vector but B = B E still is unital, then a well-known result asserts that there is a number n ∈ N such that E n has a unit vector, say, ξ n . (See Skeide [Ske09b, Lemma 3.2] for a proof.) If T is linear, then T n : E n → F n fulfills 3 without boundedness. By the preceding paragraph, T n , and a fortiori T , is bounded by √ τ(1) with the same τ as obtained
vector (with entries ξ n in the diagonal) and τ m (1 m ) = τ(1) . So, T n , and a fortiori T , is completely bounded by √ τ .
The last missing piece in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following lemma. We obtain it as a corollary of the proof of Lemma 2.8.
Lemma
Proof. Let bb * be in the unitball of B such that τ(bb * ) ≈ τ . By the proof of Lemma 2.8,
CP-Extendable maps: The KSGNS-construction revisited
In 1 ⇒ 2 we have written down the (strict unital) homomorphism ϑ :
Then we have shown that the block-wise map T :=
(Recall that it was necessary to unitalize τ if B was nonunital.) We wish to illustrate that these forms for ϑ and T are not accidental, but they actually are characteristic for all strictly CP-extendable maps T .
Let E be a Hilbert B-module, let F be a Hilbert C-module, and let T :
a (E) acts by the canonical left action on the factor E of E ⊙ F.
Lemma. The following conditions are equivalent:
1. T is strict, that is, bounded strictly converging nets in B a (E) are sent to strictly converging nets in B a (F).
The action of
K(E) on the B a (E)-C-correspondence E ⊙ F is nondegenerate.
The left action of the B a (E)-C-correspondence E ⊙ F defines a strict homomorphism.
Proof. Recall that a correspondence, by definition, has nondegenerate left action, so that id E acts as identity. It is well-known (and easy to show) that 2 and 3 are equivalent for every 
Conversely, suppose T is strict, and choose a bounded approximate unit u λ λ∈Λ for K(E).
Then for every element aΞ ⊙ y from the total subset B a (E)Ξ ⊙ F of E ⊙ F, we have
We now define the B-C-correspondence F := E * ⊙E⊙F. If T is strict so that E ⊙E *
K(E)
acts nondegenerately on E ⊙ F, then the string
To obtain the following theorem,
we simply have to put the preceding considerations together.
[c]
3.2 Theorem. Let E be a Hilbert B-module, let F be a Hilbert C-module, and suppose that and The results in [BLS08] are, however, correct, as strictness is never used for E but always only in the combination as tensor product E ⊙ F.) For that reason, we preferred to discuss this here carefully, including also the precise statements in Lemma 3.1.
Corollary. Suppose E
Then the strict CP-map T acts block-wise from 
We skip the simple proof.
is a block-wise CP-map with strict 22-corner ϑ.
There is no harm in assuming that C is unital. And if B is not unital, unitalize τ. For unital B, the extended linking algebra is B a        B E        and the strict topology of all corners but B a (E), coincides with the norm topology. Therefore, T is strict. So, except for the possibly necessary unitalization, we see that the form we used in the proof 1 ⇒ 2 to establish that the constructed T is completely positive, actually, is also necessary. (If unitalization is necessary, then ξ 1 is an element of a B-C-correspondence.) We arrive at the factorization theorem for strictly CP-extendable maps, which is the analogue to the theorem in Skeide [Ske12] .
3.6 Theorem. Let B be a unital C * -algebra and let C be a C * -algebra. Then for a map T from a Hilbert B-module E to a Hilbert C-module F the following conditions are equivalent:
T admits a strict block-wise extension to a CP-map
2. There exist a B-C-correspondence F, an element ξ 1 ∈ F and a map
As for a criterion that consists in looking just at T , we are reluctant to expect too much. Clearly, such a T must be completely bounded. If T is completely bounded, by appropriate application of Paulsen [Pau86, Lemma 7.1], T should extend to the operator system
extend this further, we would have to tackle problems like extending CP-maps from an operator systems to the C * -algebra containing it. We do not know if the special algebraic structure will allow to find a solution to our specific problem. But, in general, existence of such extensions is only granted if the codomain is an injective C * -algebra. We do not follow the question in these notes.
We close this section with an alternative proof of 2 ⇒ 1 in Theorem 1.3.
Corollary. In the situation of 2 of Theorem 1.3, T is a T * ⊙ T -map.
Proof. Recall that the proof 2 ⇒ 3 shows us that ϑ is unital and strict. Unitalizing if necessary, we get ξ 1 and ξ 2 . Since ϑ is a unital homomorphism, ξ 2 must be an isometry with ξ 2 ξ * 2 commuting with all a ⊙id F . This together with span(B a (E)⊙id F )ξ 2 F T = E ⊙F, implies that ξ 2 is unitary.
We think that it is the class of strictly CP-extendable maps that truly merits to be called CPmaps between Hilbert modules, and not the more restricted class of CP-H-extendable maps.
CPH-semigroups
In the preceding sections we have seen when a map T from a full Hilbert B-module E to a Hilbert C-module F is a τ-map for some CP-map τ from B to C: If and only if it is CP-Hextendable, that is, if and only if it is a CPH-map into the Hilbert C-submodule generated by
If E is not full, then this may be repaired easily by making B smaller. If a CP-Hextendable map is not a CPH-map, then this may be repaired easily by making F smaller. In fact, we have seen that replacing F with F T , we turn T even into a strictly CPH 0 -map E → F T .
In that case, the CPH-extension T =
Similarly, the conditions in Theorem 1.3 tell when a semigroup T = T t t∈R + of maps T t on a full Hilbert B-module E is CP-H-extendable, that is, when each map T t is CP-H-extendable.
In this case, it is even clear that the (unique) maps τ t turning the T t into τ t -maps, form a CPsemigroup τ on B. However, the situation is considerably different, when we ask if the T t are actually CPH-maps. In the sequel, we shall see that no such semigroup will ever fulfill E = E T t for all t, unless all τ t are homomorphic (see Observation 4.16) and, therefore, the T t are ternary homomorphisms. We shall see that we may replace the unfulfillable condition E = E T t with a weaker minimality condition (Definition 4.10) involving the whole semigroup, which also will guarantee existence of (unique) strictly CPH 0 -extensions Let us first fix the sort of semigroup we wish to look at. Recall that an E-semigroup is a semigroup of endomorphisms on a * -algebra, and that an E 0 -semigroup is a semigroup of unital endomorphisms on a unital * -algebra.
Definition. A semigroup T = T t t∈R + of maps T t :
E → E on a Hilbert B-module E is 1. a (strictly) CP-semigroup on E if it extends to a CP-semigroup T = T t t∈R + of maps
Tt ϑt        acting block-wise on the extended linking algebra of E (with strict ϑ t );
2. a (strictly) CPH( 0 )-semigroup on E if it is a (strictly) CP-semigroup where the ϑ t can be chosen to form an E( 0 )-semigroup and where the τ t can be chosen such that each T t is a τ t -map.
Observation.
In the sequel, frequently the results will depend on that B is a unital C * -algebra. Recall that, by the discussion preceding Theorem 3.6, in this case T being a strictly CP-semigroup (and so forth) on a Hilbert B-module, simply means that each T t is strict. In that case, we will just say, T is a strict CP-semigroup (and so forth).
In the sequel, we shall address the following problems: We give a version of the decomposition in Theorem 3.6 for strict CP-semigroups; Theorem 4.4. In order to prepare better for the case of CPH-semigroups, we are forced to be more specific than in Section 3; see the ex- Let τ = τ t t∈R + be a CP-semigroup on a unital C * -algebra B. Bhat and Skeide [BS00,
Section 4] provide the following:
• A product system E ⊙ = E t t∈R + of B-correspondences. That is, E 0 = B (the trivial B-correspondence), and there are bilinear unitaries u s,t : E s ⊙ E t → E s+t such that the product (x s , y t ) → x s y t := u s,t (x s ⊙ y t ) is associative and such that u 0,t and u t,0 are left and right action, respectively, of B = E 0 on E t .
• A unit ξ ⊙ = ξ t t∈R + (that is, the elements ξ t ∈ E t fulfill ξ 0 = 1 and ξ s ξ t = ξ s+t ), such that
and the smallest product subsystem of
determined by these properties up to unit-preserving isomorphism, and we refer to it as the GNS-construction for τ with GNS-system E ⊙ and cyclic unit ξ ⊙ .)
• If E ⊙ is not minimal, then the subcorrespondences
of E t form a product subsystem of E ⊙ that is isomorphic to the GNS-system. 
Now let T = T t t∈R
In addition to the properties discussed in Section 3, we see that the E t form a product system of B E -correspondences via
and the Ξ t compose as
(Note that, modulo the flaw in Bhat, Liebscher, and Skeide [BLS08] regarding strictness of the GNS-construction mentioned in Footnote [c], all this has already been discussed in [Ske09b] and in [BLS08] .) Of course, every product system E ⊙ with a family of maps Ξ t ∈ B a (E, E ⊙ E t ) satisfying (4.2), defines a strict CP-semigroup T on B a (E) by setting
But only if E
⊙ and the Ξ t arise as described, we will speak of the product system of T.
It is worth to collect some properties of the product system E ⊙ of T and the Ξ t .
Observation.
1. Recall, that a ⊙ id t ∈ B a (E ⊙ E t ), when composed with an element
, is nothing but the left action of a ∈ B a (E) on X t ∈ E t . Therefore, it is sometimes convenient to write aX t instead of (a ⊙ id t )X t . Note, too, that by the way
we get
2. By the way how E t is generated from Ξ ⊙ as expressed in (4.1), it follows from (4.2) that E ⊙ E t = span (a n ⊙ id t )(Ξ t n a n−1 ⊙ u t n−1 ,t n−2 +...+t 1 ) . . .
(If E is full, one may show that E ⊙ and the Ξ t are determined uniquely by T and that cyclicity condition. But we do not address uniqueness here.) Observe that it suffices to choose the a k , which a priori run over all B a (E), only from the rank-one operators. Doing so and tensoring with E * from the left, we get
This means, E
⊙ is generated as a product system by the family of subsets E * ⊙ Ξ t ⊙ E of E t .
3. For both exploiting the preceding cyclicity condition and making notationally the connection with the construction of a product system for strict E-semigroups on B a (E), it is convenient to replace the maps Ξ t with their adjoints v t := Ξ * t : E ⊙ E t → E. Using the same product notation xy t := v t (x ⊙ y t ) as for the u s,t , Equation (4.2) transform into the associativity condition (xy s )z t = x(y s z t ).
(4.
3)
It follows from the cyclicity condition that we know v t fulfilling associativity if we know 
) Now, if T is an E-semigroup, then necessarily (a ⊙ id t )Ξ t = Ξ t T t (a). Then, in the cyclicity
condition all a n can be put through to the right, where they are applied to x, and the remaining Ξ t k , following (4.2), multiply together to give Ξ t . We conclude that E ⊙ E t = Ξ t E. (Since Ξ t is a partial isometry, no closure of the image of Ξ t is necessary.) In other words, the Ξ t are coisometries, that is, the v t are isometries. So, if T is an E 0 -semigroup, then the v t are even unitaries. 
Remark.
Note that E is not required full. But, unitality of B enters in two ways. Firstly, B must be unital in order to obtain the unit ξ ⊙ in the product system. (Recall that the term unit is not defined if B is nonunital.) Secondly and more importantly, the construction of the product system E ⊙ starts from a strict CP-semigroup T on B 
would generalize the concept of unit.
Observation.
Note that E ⊙ need not be the GNS-system of τ. Of course, it contains the GNS-system, because it contains the unit ξ ⊙ that gives back τ as τ t = ξ t , •ξ t . Also the product system of B E -correspondences constructed as before from the strict CP-semigroup ϑ on B a (E)
given by
More precisely, by Observation 4.3(2), E t is generated by The situation in this observation, namely, that neither of the product systems of the diagonal corners τ and ϑ need coincide with the product system E ⊙ of T, creates not little discomfort.
This improves if T is a strict CPH-semigroup, to which we now gradually switch our attention.
For instance, we know that 
Proof. Of course, given the ingredients in 2, the maps T t defined there are CP-H-extendable.
The semigroup property follows from the unit property of ξ ⊙ and from (4.3). This shows 1.
Now let T be a CP-H-extendable semigroup. Denote by τ a CP-semigroup on B such that each T t is a τ t -map. Do the GNS-construction for τ to obtain (E ⊙ , ξ ⊙ ). Recall that E t is spanned by elements as in (4.1). Then
extend to well-defined isometries v t : E ⊙ E t → E fulfilling all the requirements of 2. (In order to compute inner products of two elements of the form as in (4.1), one first has to asure, by splitting pieces ξ r of the unit suitably into ξ r ′ ξ r ′′ , that both elements belong to the same tuple t n + . . . + t 1 = t. We leave the remaining statements to the reader.)
Note that E is not required full. (It should be specified that also in this case, by a CP-Hextendable map T on E we mean that T is a CPH-map into E T . Likewise, in the semigroup version it is required that the τ t turning T t into τ t -maps, form a semigroup.) This is, why τ is not unique. If we wish to emphasize a fixed CP-semigroup τ, we say T is a CP-H-extendable semigroup associated with τ.
The proof also shows that (E ⊙ , ξ ⊙ ) may be chosen to be the GNS-construction for τ. But for the backward direction, this is not necessary.
If, by any chance, we find E ⊙ and ξ ⊙ such that the v t can be chosen adjointable (so that they form a left quasi-semidilation), then we get that T is a strict CPH-semigroup. 
T is a strict CPH-semigroup (CPH 0 -semigroup).
2. There exist a product system E ⊙ , a unit ξ ⊙ for E ⊙ , and a left quasi-semidilation (a left
Proof. Only the direction 1 ⇒ 2 is yet missing. So, let T be a strict CPH-semigroup on E and T a suitable strict CPH-extension to the extended linking algebra B 
By Observation 4.6, E t is generated by its subset
and by Observations 4.3(4), it is sufficient to check isometry of v t : E ⊙ E t → E for x ⊙ y t where y t are chosen from that subset. So, we have to check
where x, x ′ ∈ E and y t , y
Now, for elements y t and y ′ t in the first set (which generates the GNS-system of τ), Theorem 4.7 tells us that v t in this case is isometric.
For elements y t and y ′ t in the second set (which generates the product system of ϑ), it is easy to see that the v t in this case give back the v t of ϑ, which, we know, are isometric. So, it remains to check the case where
is from the first set and y
We use all the notation from Observations 4.3(1). Additionally, note that by the proof of Lemma 2.5, it follows that
and further
t is a partial isometry. We find
so the v t are, indeed, isometries. And, of course, ϑ is an E 0 -semigroup if and only if the v t are unitary.
Every product system E ⊙ can be recovered easily from a strict E-semigroup ϑ acting on
E α dα over the product system.
(If E ⊙ is just a product system, then we have to stick to the counting measure on R + , that is,
If E ⊙ is a continuous product system in the sense of Skeide [Ske03, Section 7], we take the Lebesgue measure and E is the norm closure of the continuous sections with compact support.) Then the obvious isomorphism from E ⊙ E t onto the submodule
of E defines a left semidilation v t , and ϑ defined by
(Thanks to E 0 = B, the module E is full. For the direct sum this is clear. For the continuous case, fullness follows from fullness of E 0 and from existence for every x 0 ∈ E 0 of a continuous section assuming that value x 0 at α = 0.) It is easy to see that for a continuous product system, ϑ is strongly continuous. Also, by Skeide [Ske09a, Appendix A.1 ] applied to the unitalization of τ, the GNS-system of a strongly continuous and contractive CP-semigroup τ on a unital C * -algebra is continuous.
The backward implication of Theorem 4.8 gives the following:
Corollary. Let τ be a (strongly continuous) CP-semigroup (of contractions) on the unital C * -algebra B. Then there exists a (strongly continuous) CPH-semigroup T on a full Hilbert
B-module associated with τ.
If we can construct for the (continuous) GNS-system or any (continuous ) product system containing it an E 0 -semigroup, then we even get a (strongly continuous) CPH 0 -semigroup T .
For the existence results of such E 0 -semigroups, however, it is indispensable that this product system E ⊙ is full. (The von Neumann case is dealt with in [Ske09a] .) We see that all Markov semigroups and most CP-semigroups have CPH-semigroups with which they are associated.
We conclude this section by drawing some consequences from Theorem 4.7. In particular,
we wish to find information how to make sure that a CP-H-extendable semigroup either is a strict CPH-semigroup.
Well, given a unital C * -algebra B and a CP-H-extendable semigroup on a Hilbert B-module E associated with a CP-semigroup τ on B, (the proof of) Theorem 4.7 provides us with isome-
is the GNS-constructions for τ. Of course, if these v t are adjointable, we are done by establishing T as a strict CPH-semigroup. An excellent way of making sure that the v t have adjoints, would be if we could show that they are actually unitaries. In that case, T would even be a strict CPH 0 -semigroup.
We leave apart the question of adjointability, when the v t are non surjective. (Anyway, the situation that the GNS-system of τ sits adjointably in the product system of some CPHextension T as in Theorem 4.8 is not very likely. But for full E it would be a necessary condition.
And, anyway, except that Theorem 4.8 does not give a criterion by "looking alone at T ", together with Corollary 4.9 it gives already a quite comprehensive answer to most questions.) v t being surjective, means
for whatever CP-H-extendable semigroup
T , the right-hand side decreases with t. So, it is sufficient to require that (4.4) holds for some t 0 > 0.
Definition. A CP-H-extendable semigroup T on a Hilbert B-module E (E full or not, B
unital or not) is minimal, if T fulfills (4.4) for some t 0 > 0.
Note that if E is full (so that τ is unique) and if T is minimal, then also the GNS-system of τ (B unital or not; see Remark 4.5) is necessarily full. We are now ready to characterize minimal CP-H-extendable semigroups (which, therefore, are also CPH 0 -semigroups) on full Hilbert modules over unital C * -algebras.
4.11 Theorem. Let τ be a CP-semigroup on a unital C * -algebra B, and denote by (E ⊙ , ξ ⊙ ) its GNS-system and cyclic unit. Let E be a full Hilbert B-module. Then the formula
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between:
Minimal CP-H-extendable semigroups T on E associated with τ.
In either case, ϑ with
Proof. Let v t be a left dilation. Then the τ t -maps
we see that
defines isometries fulfilling (4.3), which are unitary if and only if T is minimal. Of course, v t (x ⊙ ξ t ) = T t (x) so that the two directions are inverses of each other. This shows the one-to-one correspondence.
Finally, if ϑ t is another endomorphism of B a (E), making T t a CPH-extension of T t , then by the argument preceding Corollary 2.7, we have ϑ t (a)T t (x) = T t (ax). So,
4.12 Observation. Recall that left dilations of E ⊙ to E give rise to strict E 0 -semigroups on There is cocycle version of the uniqueness result for the construction in [Ske12] proved by using the left dilations in Theorem 4.11. We state it without proof. 
Observation. Whatever the CP-H-extendable semigroup T is, if B is unital, then
E T t = span T t (E)B = span v t (E ⊙ ξ t B) = v t (E ⊙ F t ),
An application: CPH-dilations
Since Asadi drew attention to τ-maps T :
an open question what they might be good for. In this section, we make the first attempt to
give them an interpretation; and our point is to interpret them as a notion that generalizes the notion of dilation of a CP-map τ : B → C to a homomorphism ϑ : Let us start with a CP-map τ : B → C with unital B, and with a τ-map T : E → F. Denoting by (F, ζ) the GNS-construction for τ, by [Ske12] we get a (unique) isometry v : 1) so that the following diagram commutes.
It is clear that just any quintuple (F, ζ, E, v, ξ) of a B-C-correspondence F, an element ζ ∈ F, a Hilbert B-module E, an adjointable isometry v : E ⊙ F → F, and a unit vector ξ ∈ E will do, if we put τ := ζ, •ζ and
If also ζ is a unit vector (so that τ is unital, and also v(ξ ⊙ ζ) is a unit vector), such a situation is called a weak dilation of the Markov map (that is, a unital CP-map) τ. Here 'weak' is referring to that the embedding B → ξBξ * means identifying B with a corner in B a (E) (and likewise C → (ξ ⊙ ζ)C(ξ ⊙ ζ) * ) and that ξξ * • ξξ * = ξ ξ, •ξ ξ * is just the conditional expectation onto that corner (and likewise for the corner of B a (F) isomorphic to C).
What, if we do not have a unit vector in E or if τ is not unital? Let us make two observations:
Firstly, as long as ξ is a unit vector, the condition that the preceding diagram commutes is actually equivalent to the apparently stronger condition that the diagram
commutes. For this, ζ need not be a unit vector. (In fact, substituting in (5.1) ξbξ * with a ∈ B a (E), the same computation yields v(ξ ⊙ ζ), ϑ(a)v(ξ ⊙ ζ) = τ( ξ, aξ ), and inserting a = ξbξ * gives back the original equation.) Secondly, in the expectation the τ-map
In this form, the diagram makes sense also if we replace the ξ in the left factor and the ξ in the right factor of the inner products with an arbitrary pair
x, x ′ of elements of E:
O O commutes for all x, x ′ ∈ E. (We do not require that B and C are unital.) If E is not necessarily full, then we speak of a CPH-quasi-dilation.
Requiring dilation instead of quasi-dilation, means excluding trivialities. (Without that, E may be very well {0}.) Of course, a CPH-dilation may be turned into a CPH 0 -dilation, by replacing F with ϑ(id E )F. It is strict if and only if ϑ(id E )F = span ϑ(K(E))F. In a CPH-quasidilation, the diagram does not give any information about the component of
In that case, it is convenient to replace T with ϑ(id E )T and apply the following results to the latter map considered as map into ϑ(id E )F.
Proposition. If ϑ is a CPH 0 -quasidilation of a CP-map τ, then every map T making the diagram commute is a τ-map fulfilling T (ax) = ϑ(a)T (x).
Proof. Inserting a = id E into the diagram, we see that T is a τ-map. Also, for arbitrary a ∈ B a (E) and x, x ′ ∈ E, we get The ϑ-left linearity of T looks like something we would knew already from Lemma 2.5 and the discussion following it. Note, however, that this discussion is based entirely on the assumption that the extension T =
is a CP-map -a hypothesis we still do not yet know to be true. In fact, we will prove it in the following theorem only for strict CPH 0 -dilations for unital B. And still there it turns out to be surprisingly tricky.
From now on we shall assume that B is unital.
Theorem. If ϑ is a strict CPH 0 -dilation of a CP-map τ, then every map T making the diagram commute is a strict CPH 0 -map.
Proof. We shall show that T =
is CP, so that T is strictly CPH 0 . We wish to imitate the proof of complete positivity in the step 1 ⇒ 2 in Section 2. But we have to face the problem that the multiplicity correspondence of ϑ does no longer coincide with the GNS-correspondence of τ; it just contains it.
Denote by (F τ , ζ) the GNS-construction for τ. Doing the representation theory for the strict unital homomorphism ϑ, we get a B-C-correspondence F ϑ := E * ⊙ ϑ F and a unitary v :
Since span E, E ∋ 1 and v and T are linear, it follows that T (x) = v(x ⊙ ζ).
Since F T need not be complemented in F, also F τ need not be complemented in F ϑ . But, we still have a map
Taking appropriate sums of such expressions, we see that T is completely positive.
Observation.
It is crucial that we define an embedding from F τ into F ϑ by fixing its values on x, x ′ ζ. Only if E is full, this determines an isometry on all of F τ . And to be sure ζ exists, B has to be unital.
If B is nonunital (still E full), then instead of ζ we may look at elements x,
Instead of (5.2), we consider the elements Note that, without fixing τ, every homomorphisms ϑ is a CPH-dilation of the CP-map τ = 0.
So, CPH-dilation is meaningful only with reference to a fixed CP-map.
T need not be unique, not even up to unitary equivalence.
Example.
Let F be such that F ⊕ F F as B a (E)-C-correspondences. If T is good enough to make the diagram commute, then so is either map T i sending x to T (x) in the i-component of F ⊕ F. Essentially, given τ and ϑ, it is undetermined how F T sits inside F and even F ⊥ T for different T need not be isomorphic.
However, as usual, if we require, for given F, that the map T fulfills F T = F, then we know that up to unitary automorphism u of F leaving ϑ invariant, there is at most one T . Note that the unitaries on F T E ⊙ F not changing ϑ, have to commute with ϑ(B a (E)) B a (E) ⊙ id F . For full E, this means u id E ⊙υ for some automorphism υ ∈ B a,bil (F) of the GNS-correspondence
We see, different minimal T are distinguished by "shoving around" (with υ) the cyclic vector ζ that occurs in T (x) = v(x ⊙ ζ). But doing so, under minimality, we get unitarily equivalent things. This gets much more interesting in the semigroup case, to which we switch now, where this "shoving around" has to be done compatibly with the semigroup structure. Recall that even for a single CP-map τ not between C * -algebras but on a C * -algebra, it is required that the dilating map ϑ does not only dilate τ, but that for each n the power ϑ •n dilates the power τ •n .
In particular, we will see that the usual concept of weak dilation of a CP-semigroup (of which CPH-dilations are a generalization) means that the corresponding semigroup T has to leave the vector ξ fixed.
Let us begin with this situation of weak dilation, by continuing the report on results from Bhat and Skeide [BS00] . We mentioned already in Section 4 that for every CP-semigroup τ on a unital C * -algebra B, we get the GNS-construction (E ⊙ , ξ ⊙ ) consisting of a product system E ⊙ and unit ξ ⊙ for E ⊙ that generates E ⊙ and that gives back τ as τ t = ξ t , •ξ t . The semigroup τ is Markov if and only if the unit ξ ⊙ is unital, that is, if ξ t , ξ t = 1 for all t. Starting from a product system with a unital unit, [BS00] provide the following additional ingredients:
• A left dilation v t : E ⊙ E t → E of E ⊙ to a (by definition full) Hilbert module E. So, the maps ϑ t : a → v t (a ⊙ id t )v * t define a strict E 0 -semigroup on B a (E).
• A unit vector ξ ∈ E such that ξξ t = ξ. It is readily verified that the triple (E, ϑ, ξ) is a weak dilation of τ in the sense that ξ, ϑ t (ξbξ * )ξ = τ t (b).
In other words, if we define the projection p := ξξ * ∈ B a (E) and identify B with the corner ξBξ * = pB a (E)p of B a (E), then pϑ t (a)p = τ t (pap) ∈ B a (E).
If (E ⊙ , ξ ⊙ ) is the GNS-construction, then the dilation constructed in [BS00] is minimal in the sense that ϑ R + (ξBξ * ) generates E out of ξ. commutes for all x, x ′ ∈ E and all t ∈ R + . The special property of the dilation from [BS00] is the existence of the unit vector ξ ∈ E fulfilling ξξ t = ξ, that is, T t leaves ξ fixed. But for that the diagram commutes, effectively just any left dilation v t will do. For any product system E ⊙ , any unit ξ ⊙ and any left dilation v t : E ⊙ E t → E to a full Hilbert B-module E (so that all E t are necessarily full, too), the formulae τ t := ξ t , •ξ t , ϑ t := v t (• ⊙ id t )v * t , and T t (x) := xξ t provide us with a strict CPH 0 -dilation of τ t . For this it is not necessary that the τ t form a Markov semigroup. Of course, also the corresponding T t form a (strict) CP-semigroup (which is Markov if and only if τ t is Markov). emphasis of the map between the modules, and under suitable cyclicity requirements the remaining corners τ (if E is full) and ϑ (if F T = F) follow. CPH-dilations put emphasis on that there is a relation between the diagonal corners. While the notion of CPH-dilation underlines that we are in front of a generalized dilation of a CP-semigroup to an endomorphism semigroup (namely, where there is no longer a cyclic vector, and if it is there it need no longer be fixed by the associated CPH-semigroup), the notion of CPH-semigroup underlines that there is, at least under good cyclicity conditions, a single object, the CPH-semigroup, that encodes everything and that may be studied separately.
We close by some considerations regarding situations related with CPH-dilations, which might be interesting. This is not any concrete evidence, but for now mere speculation. But if some of these situations, in the future, really will turn out to be interesting, the mutual relation between CPH-dilations and CPH-semigroups, in particular the results of Section 4, will find their applications. After all, while so far all publications about CPH-maps and CP-Hextendable semigroups are justified only by claiming interest "on their own", our considerations here, though rather speculative, are the first pointing into the direction of potential applications. where θ is an endomorphism semigroup on a unital C * -algebra A and where K is a fixed CPDkernel over S from A to B. Note, however, that this situation is not too much more general.
Effectively, K has a Kolmogorov decomposition (E, κ) consisting of an A-B-correspondence E and a map κ : S → E such that K σ,σ ′ = κ(σ), •κ(σ ′ ) and E = span Aκ(S )B.
A natural question is if T t extends as a map E → E (automatically a τ t -map Answers to these questions will have to wait for future investigation.
